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APPENDICES  

Drama Series Filmography 13 REASONS WHY  

Titte   : 13 REASONS WHY 

Released  : March 31, 2017 

Genre   : Mystery Drama 

Number of episodes  : 13 episodes 

Duration  : 50 min/ episode 

Based on   : 13 REASONS WHY by Jay Asher  

Executive Producer : Brian Yorkey, Diana Son, Tom McCarthy, Steve Gollin, 

Michael Sugar, Selena Gomez, Mandy Teefey, Kristel 

Laiblin 

Tv Station   : Netflix 

Producer   : Joseph Incaprera 

Production house : July Moon Production, Kicked to the Curb Production, 

Anonymous Content and Paramount Television 

Editor   : Leo Trombetta 

Website  :http://www.13reasonswhy.com
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Players  : Dylan Minnete as Clay Jensen Katherine Langford as 

Hannah Baker, Christian Navarro as Tony, Alisha Boe as Jesica 

Davis, Brandon Flynn as Justin Folley, Justin Prentice sebagai 

Bryce Walker, Miles Heizer as Alex Standall, Ross Butler as Zach 

Dempsey, Devin Druid as Tyler Down, Steven Silver as Marcus 

Cole, Michele Selene Ang as Courtney Crimson, Ajiona Alexus as 

Sheri Holland, Tommy Dorfman as Ryan Shaver, Derek Luke as 

Kevin Porter. 

Appreciation :  

1. Best Music Supervisor in Television Drama at the 2018 Guild of Music 

Supervisors Awards 

2. Outstanding Directing in a Drama Series at the 2018 NAACP Image Awards 

3. Best Actress in a Drama / Genre Series category at the 2018 Satellite Awards 

4. Best Drama Series category at the 2018 Satellite Awards 

5. Best Actress Category – Tv Series Drama at the 2018 Golden Globe Awards 

 

 

 

 

 

13 REASONS WHY 
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Tape 1 side a (00:44:48) - (00:44:53) 

Tape 3 side a (00:34:34) - (00:34:55) 

Tape 2 side a (00:42:46) - (00:43:02) 

 

 

Tape 6 side b  (00:42:53) – (00:45:52) 
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Brian Yorkey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Brian Yorkey is an American dramamaker and lyricist. His works often 

explore dark and controversial subject matter such as mental illness, grief, 

the underbelly of suburbia, and ethics in both psychiatry and public 

education. Yorkey was born in Omaha, Nebraska, where he was raised, 

before his family moved to Issaquah, Washington. He graduated from 

Columbia University in 1993, where he served as the Artistic Director of 

the Varsity Show. He is an alumnus of the BMI Lehman Engel Musical 

Theater Workshop.  

 Prior to bringing Next to Normal to Broadway, Yorkey was affiliated with 

Village Theatre in Issaquah, where he began as a KidStage student and 

eventually progressed to a seven-year tenure as Associate Artistic 

Director.Four musicals written by Yorkey—Funny Pages (1993), Making 
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Tracks (2002), The Wedding Banquet (2003), and Play it by Heart 

(2005)—were staged there. 

 While at Village Theatre, Yorkey founded the KidStage Company class 

which teaches teens to write, direct, and perform their own musicals. 

Yorkey's frequent collaborator, Tom Kitt, joined him in assisting with the 

score to the 2008 Company Original, In Your Eyes. He worked with 

composer Tim Symons, on other Company Originals such as Last Exit and 

A Perfect Fall. During Yorkey's tenure as Village Theatre's Associate 

Artistic Director, he developed a comprehensive new works program, 

Village Originals. The Village Originals program develops approximately 

ten new musicals each season, in various stages from reading to full 

production. Yorkey is credited with the development of over 50 new 

musicals, including the 2010 Broadway musical, Million Dollar Quartet, 

which was nominated for Best Musical, Best Book of a Musical, and won 

Best Performance by a Featured Actor (Levi Kreis) in a Musical at the 

64th Tony Awards. 

Sinopsis serial drama 13 REASONS WHY 

The series that airs on Netflix under the title 13 REASONS WHY is an 

adaptation of a novel by Jay Asher that was released in 2007. This series tells 

the story of a high school girl named Hanna Baker who decides to end her 

life.  Before he committed suicide, he had prepared 13 recordings 

containing the reasons for committing suicide.  These tapes were then 

distributed to some of his school friends.  In the following, the writer will 
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write a synopsis of the drama series 13 REASONS WHY separately 

according to the episodes to make it easier for readers to understand the story 

in each episode :  

1) Synopsis of episode 1 13 REASONS WHY 

           In the first episode, it is told that Liberty High School is still in 

mourning over the death of Hannah Baker due to suicide.  It had been a 

week since Hannah Baker's death, the school was littered with posters 

reminding students not to commit suicide. In episode 1, the first reason why 

Hannah Baker took her own life was revealed.  It all started when Clay 

Jansen came home from school and found a wrapped package on his 

doorstep with his name written on it.  After Clay opened the package, it 

turned out that it contained 7 cassettes with a number on each side, so there 

were 13 records in total.  Curious Clay immediately played the tape on an 

old radio that belonged to his father.  How shocked Clay was when he 

heard that the voice that emerged from the tape was the voice of his 

schoolmate Hannah Baker who died a week ago by suicide. 

          In the tape Clay listens to the reason Hannah ended her life and 

the person who received the tape is the reason why Hannah Baker ended her 

life.  Clay wasn't the only friend of Hannah's to receive the tapes, but Clay 

was the eleventh person to receive them.  There are as many as 13 people 

that Hannah will mention in her recordings, each of whom has their own 

story with Hannah when she was still alive. 
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          Clay had such a special story with Hannah that Clay couldn't easily 

finish the tapes in a short amount of time.  In this episode there is a 

flashback scene that will take us to the part where Hannah tells the story in 

the recording.  If a flashback scene appears, the tone or coloring will 

change to warm which indicates joy and when you return to the present, the 

coloring will change to cool which indicates pessimism or hopelessness. 

         In the first recording that Clay played, a name appeared, namely 

Justin Folley, who was Hannah's first love at Liberty High School.  Justin 

and Hannah met at a party hosted by Hannah.  It started with a smile that 

Justin threw at Hannah which led to their first date in a city park.  Hannah's 

first date with Justin did go according to Hannah's expectations but this date 

was the forerunner to which Hannah was often the target of intimidation by 

her friends.  That's why Justin Folley's name appears as the first person to 

cause Hannah to end her life. 

2) Synopsis of episode 2 13 REASONS WHY 

         In the second episode, Hannah shares her story with a former close 

friend of hers and her first friend at Liberty High School.  They both had a 

common sense of humor so it wasn't hard for Hannah to be friends with him.  

She is Jesica Davis whose name appears on the second record. 

          Jesica and Hannah then make a new friend who is also a new 

student like them both named Alex Standall.  Their friendship was initially 

pleasant.  They often exchange stories and comfort each other's friends who 

are in trouble.  But all of that didn't last long because then Alex moved away 
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from the two of them and then Jesica, who also stayed away from Hannah.  

Apart from staying away from Hannah, Jesica also took actions that really 

hurt Hannah's feelings.  That's what caused Jesica's name to appear in record 

number two. 

3) Synopsis of episode 3 13 REASONS WHY 

        Alex Standall's name appears in record number 3 of the reason 

Hannah ended her life.  Alex was one of Hannah's close friends at the 

beginning of the season with Jesica Davis.  However, Alex was disloyal to 

his friend because he was away from the friendship of the three of them. 

In addition to making Hannah sad because she kept her love affair with 

Jesica a secret, Alex also hurt Hannah because she had included Hannah 

Baker's name in a list that categorizes students based on their physique, 

which sparked rumors and rampant bullying behavior towards Hannah.  

Alex's actions like that cause him to be included in the list of reasons why 

Hannah Baker took her own life. 

4) Synopsis of episode 4 13 REASONS WHY 

       In the fourth episode, Tyler Down's name appears, a Liberty High 

School student who likes photography.  Tyler's passion for photography, 

which sounded positive, was misused because he later turned into a stalker. 

Tyler's behavior that likes to stalk and take photos of other people secretly 

includes destroying the privacy rights of others, including Hannah Baker. 

Tyler, who often stalks Hannah, destroys Hannah's comfort in her activities.  
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It didn't stop there, Tyler's behavior then caused Hannah to become 

depressed because Tyler shared a photo of Hannah with Courtney. 

       Tyler's act of taking pictures of other students without permission 

made him often treated rudely by his friends.  Tyler is often bullied, 

especially after the death of Hannah Baker.  Clay, who learned of Tyler's 

actions through the recording of Hannah's will, became annoyed with Tyler 

and then retaliated against Tyler's treatment. 

5) Synopsis of episode 5 13 REASONS WHY 

        During the Liberty High School dance, Courtney tries to protect 

herself by spreading rumors that Hannah is a gay person.  He spread rumors 

that the photo was Hannah and Laura was not him.  The gossip was spread 

by Courtney to fortify herself, who turned out to be a gay lover. While 

listening to a recording of Courtney's actions, Clay Jensen flashbacks his 

romantic moment with Hannah which was ruined because Hannah saw 

herself listening to the gossip about Hannah that had spread.  Clay, who was 

annoyed, then did something about Courtney's actions. 

6) Synopsis of episode 6 13 REASONS WHY 

        The case of Hannah's death due to suicide has become a crucial issue 

because Hannah's parents sued the school to court.  Hannah's parents are 

still trying to find evidence that shows why Hannah decided to commit 

suicide, but it's hard to find.  Because the only thing that can explain why 

Hannah ended her life are the tapes that are still in Clay Jensen's possession. 
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     Now Clay has reached record number 6 which tells the heartbreaking 

story of Hannah on Valentine's Eve.  In the recording, the name Marcus 

Cole, the student council president, appears because of what he did when he 

asked Hannah on a date at a cafe.  Apart from doing something disrespectful 

to Hannah, Marcus' words to Hannah were no less painful. 

7) Synopsis of episode 7 13 REASONS WHY 

          Zach Dempsey, a Liberty High School basketball athlete appears 

on record number 7. At first Zach is told as a friend who is kind to Hannah.  

Accompany Hannah when she is sad.  But Zach didn't realize he was saying 

words that offended Hannah's sensitive feelings. 

          Zach stole the words of praise someone had given to Hannah.  

Zach didn't realize how much a piece of picture paper meant to Hannah.  

Zach didn't even show any remorse for his attitude.  Clay again couldn't stop 

himself from doing something in order to show justice.  But Clay's actions 

had almost crossed the line. 

8) Synopsis of episode 8 13 REASONS WHY 

         In the eighth episode, Hannah recounts her experiences to 

determine what she will do after graduating from school.  He did not have 

sufficient financial ability nor did he have good grades to get a scholarship.  

After talking to a librarian, Hannah realized that she loved writing even 

though she never showed it to anyone.  Eventually Hannah decided to join 

the writing community and there she met Ryan Shaver. 
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    Ryan Shaver was no stranger to Hannah because they were schoolmates.  

Ryan is a model student who runs a school magazine by himself. He is also 

very good at poetry.  However, he is not good at keeping his friends' 

feelings in check by loading Hannah's handwriting without permission into a 

magazine that is distributed throughout the school.  No regrets and 

apologies that came out of Ryan's mouth.  All Hannah heard was the jeers 

from the other students about the content of the poem she wrote. 

9) Synopsis of episode 9 13 REASONS WHY 

          The lawsuit filed by Hannah's parents against Liberty High School 

for the suicide of their only child made the school worried, including 

Hannah's friends whose names appear in the recording of the reason Hannah 

ended her life.  Justin Folley, Zach Dempsey, Courtney, Jesica Davis, 

Marcus Cole and Alex Standall often seem to discuss how to silence Clay 

Jensen. 

Hannah's parents are still trying to find the evidence Hannah left before she 

died.  The bright spot that Hannah's parents found came from a poem 

written by Hannah that was published in the school magazine.  Hannah's 

father also asked Mr.  Porter who causes Ryan to be called into the 

counselor's room. 

          Clay wants to help Jessica Davis who doesn't know that she is a 

rape victim.  In Hannah's record number 9 she tells a story of a crime 

experienced by Jesica which occurred when Jesica had a party at her house.  

Hannah told that she was hiding in Jesica's room that night when she saw a 
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drunk Jesica being raped by one of her friends and this was allowed to 

happen by Jesica's boyfriend, Justin Folley. 

All the children who listened to the tape said that Hannah was lying and 

saying it was simply because she was jealous that Jesica was dating her ex-

boyfriend.  But not with Clay, he believed and felt compelled to act to help 

Jesica Davis.  However, Marcus Cole has a plan to silence Clay and restrain 

Clay's actions that might harm them all. 

10) Synopsis of episode 10 13 REASONS WHY 

         There were three important things that happened to Hannah that 

night at a party at Jesica Davis' house.  The second important incident is 

what happened to him with Sheri.  Sheri's name appears on record number 

10 which recounts what she did when Hannah was alive. 

    Hannah, who was no longer able to walk due to trauma from what she 

saw in Jesica's room, hoped that someone could take her home.  It seems 

that his wish was heard by a kind-hearted friend, Sheri.  Sheri offered to 

take Hannah home in the car she was driving.  But in the middle of the road, 

Sheri, who was busy telling stories, didn't pay attention to the road, so she hit 

a warning pole. 

    Hannah advised Sheri to call 911 to report the collision with the pole 

because if the pole was not repaired immediately it could cause an accident, 

but Sheri, who was very panicked, left and ran away leaving Hannah alone.  

Hannah also tried to get a phone to call 911 because her cell phone at that 

time was running out of battery.  But while Hannah was out looking for 
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help, a car accident occurred which resulted in the death of a young man.  

The next day at school, Sheri actually told Hannah to be quiet and not to talk 

about what happened that night.  Sheri hid her mistake which indirectly 

resulted in the life of one of their friends being lost.  However, again and 

again no one believed the tape. 

11) Synopsis of episode 11 13 REASONS WHY 

      Record number 11 is the recording that touches the hearts of the 

audience the most.  In record number 11 Hannah tells of an awkward young 

man who has a special nature for him, namely Clay Jensen.  Hannah admits 

that she actually admires Clay because Clay has always been himself and 

doesn't need what people say. 

      Hannah's story with Clay is one of three notable stories that take place 

on a party night at Jesica Davis' house.  Hannah was so happy that she got to 

meet Clay there.  They both talked and laughed together.  Hannah saw that 

Clay was very good at breaking the ice and they both ended up getting lost in 

the romance. 

When Hannah was with Clay she suddenly had a feeling that Clay was going 

to play her too like the boys did at school so she snapped and told Clay to 

leave.  Clay couldn't hold Hannah back.  He was confused as to why 

Hannah was acting like that when they were still fine.  At the end of record 

number 11, Hannah says she doesn't deserve Clay.  That was why Hannah 

had told Clay to leave.  Shortly after Clay left, the next horrific scene was 

witnessed by Hannah. 
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12) Synopsis of episode 12 13 REASONS WHY 

          in episode 12, students who were known to have a close 

relationship with Hannah received a summons from the police station for 

questioning.  The increasingly chaotic situation makes Zach and his friends 

again make plans so that they are not dragged into the Hannah suicide case. 

          In the 12th record, it tells of the times when Hannah's life really 

went awry.  How he felt his parents disappointed in him because of his 

negligence.  But what happened even more terrible was when Hannah 

arrived at Bryce's house and finally experienced the most horrific event that 

made her feel like she had no hope of living anymore. When Clay finds out 

the contents of record number 12, he visits Bryce and puts a plan into action. 

13) Synopsis of episode 13 13 REASONS WHY 

            Hannah gave her life one last chance.  himself felt he needed to 

ask for help and complain about the events that had happened to him while 

he was attending Liberty High School.  Hannah ended up visiting the person 

she thought would help her and cracking down on similar cases of bullying 

that occurred at school, namely Mr.  Porter is a counseling teacher. 

          When Hannah got to the counseling room she began to tell Mr. 

how she was feeling.  Porter also included the unfair treatment he received 

from people at school.  He admits he has no friends to support him.  But 

apparently Hannah's efforts to get help from Mr.  Porter didn't live up to his 

expectations.  Mr.  Porter actually advised him to forget what happened. 
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Finally Hannah finished her last recording and drove it to the post office 

where she ended her life in the bathtub. 

 

Description of Characters 

In the drama series 13 REASONS WHY there are main characters 

who play an important role in influencing the course of the story. Here are 

the main characters who appear in the series 13 REASONS WHY 

a) Langford as Hannah Baker: is as the “me” character in this series. 

Hannah, as the main character is familiarly called by the other 

characters, is a new student at Liberty High School.During her time 

at the school, Hannah initially had several close friends, such as 

Jesica and Alex. But over time, Hannah was shunned by Jesica and 

Alex because they were both dating. Furthermore, during her time 

at Liberty High School, Hannah repeatedly received a series of 

intimidation from her friends in the form of humiliating herself, to 

harassing herself until it made Hannah depressed which led to her 

decision to commit suicide by slashing her own wrist. Before 

Hannah sliced her wrist, she had recorded 13 REASONS WHY she 

ended her life by committing suicide on tape. Then the tapes were 

distributed to the people whose names appeared on the tapes. 

b) Dylan Minnette as Clay Jensen: is a friendly and kind child so 

many friends like him. Clay has a nature that is always awkward 

when communicating with the other person. Especially to Hannah, 
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one of her friends who she really likes. He is the recipient of a 

mysterious set of 13 tapes, each containing audio that turns out to 

be from Hannah. In the first tape he reveals that he made tapes 

before he committed suicide and each tape contains one of the 13 

reasons he committed suicide. Clay is the only person in Hannah's 

footage that isn't considered one of the reasons why Hannah 

committed suicide because he sincerely likes and loves Hannah. 

c) Christian Navarro as Tony Padilla: is a character who has a 

mysterious nature. At the beginning of the story, Tony often 

follows Clay while listening to Hannah's recordings. Writers also 

suspected the existence of Tony in a story that looks full of 

mystery. But in the end, Tony told Clay that he was the first to 

receive the package containing the tapes from Hannah and took 

responsibility for distributing the tapes to the names Hannah had 

registered. Tony is also responsible for ensuring that the tapes must 

be forwarded to the people on the list and if the circulation of the 

tapes is interrupted then Tony must distribute the recordings to the 

public. For that Tony plays an important role in this story because 

he has to make sure that the tapes don't fall into the hands of 

parents, teachers, and the police. 

d) Alisha Boe as Jesica Davis: Hannah's first friend while attending 

Liberty High School. Besides being beautiful, Jesica is also one of 

the popular students at school. Together with Alex Standall, the 
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three of them like to hang out at a coffee shop near the school. But 

Jesica suddenly turned away from Hannah for reasons that were not 

clear. Many times Hannah tried to rebuild their friendship but 

Jesica still did not respond. Jessica's name appeared because 

rumors spread that Hannah was the reason she and Alex broke up, 

even had a fight with Hannah over male issues and had also 

slapped Hannah on the cheek in public. 

e) Brandon Flynn as Justin Folley: is the first person Hannah 

mentions on the tape and Hannah's first love at school. Justin 

Folley's name is the only one that appears twice on the record. His 

first appearance was because he allowed Bryce to spread a photo of 

Hannah playing on a slide in the park who accidentally showed 

Hannah's panties to all the children at Liberty High School, which 

then caused rumors to spread that Hannah was a "cheap" woman. 

Justin never even explained and also apologized to Hannah for his 

actions.e. Justin Prentice as Bryce Walker, A student from a 

wealthy family and the captain of the sports team at Liberty High. 

f) Justin Prentice as Bryce Walker: is a popular boy at school. Has 

talent in sports, and has a lot of wealth because of his parents' 

wealth. The popular Bryce Walker certainly has many friends, one 

of which is Justin Folley. But he also has bad qualities. Apart from 

using drugs, he also sells them to his friends. Bryce several times 

did evil acts in this story, such as committing acts of sexual 
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harassment by squeezing Hanna's ass in a shop, the worst of which 

was rape. Hannah until Hannah felt she couldn't take it anymore. 

g) Miles Heizer as Alex Standall: was one of Hannah's closest friends 

at the start of the season along with Jesica Davis. But of the three, 

Alex was the first to drift away because he had started making 

friends with other popular kids. Then Alex falls in love with Jesica 

and the two of them are secretly dating outside of Hannah's 

knowledge. When Alex and Jesica's relationship ended, Alex made 

lists of the "Best Ass" student categories which were then 

distributed through student work magazines at the school. 

h) Ross Butler as Zach Dempsey: is another popular kid. Zach is tall 

and excels in basketball. Zach also initially appears as a kind and 

considerate character to Hannah. However, Zach doesn't realize 

what he said to Hannah actually offended Hannah and made 

Hannah angry with him. Zach also feels annoyed with Hannah so 

he always steals Hannah's letters of praise, meaning that Hannah 

doesn't get letters of praise from other people. It turns out that this 

makes Hannah feel Zach is stealing her spirit. 

i) Devin Druid as Tyler Down: is a student who loves photography. 

Tyler's appearance can be said to be clumsy and doesn't have many 

friends. He was also often the object of bullying by his friends at 

school. But he didn't really care and focused on his passion for 

photography. As a result of being too fond of photography, Tyler 
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often stalks his friends to get photos of his school friends' daily 

lives, including stalking Hannah. He often makes Hannah 

uncomfortable and plans to set a trap with Courtney, Hannah's 

girlfriend, who turns out to be a same-sex lover, to catch a stalker 

who turns out to be Tyler. However, while waiting to catch the 

stalker, Courtney kisses Hannah instead. When it happened Tyler 

was stalking the photo and finally the photo was distributed by 

Tyler to all students at school. of course this caused Hannah 

depression. 

j) Steven Silver as Marcus Cole: is the Student Council President at 

Liberty High School. Marcus Cole is also friends with popular 

students at his school such as Justin Folley, Bryce Walker, and 

Zach Dempsey. The reason for the appearance of Marcus Cole's 

name on the tape is because Marcus tried to harass Hannah when 

they were dating in a cafe on Valentine's Day. Even Marcus also 

said that he thought Hannah was a slut. After that Marcus didn't 

even say sorry, instead leaving Hannah crying alone.j. Michele 

Selene Ang as Courtney Crimson, one of the most popular students 

at school because she is also a member of the Student Council of 

Liberty High School. Judging from her appearance, Courtney is a 

sweet innocent girl. He was always nice in front of everyone. But 

Courtney keeps a secret that she is a same-sex lover. 
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k) Michele Selene Ang as Courtney Crimson: one of the most popular 

students at school because she is also a member of the Student 

Council of Liberty High School. Judging from her appearance, 

Courtney is a sweet innocent girl. He was always nice in front of 

everyone. But Courtney keeps a secret that she is a same-sex lover. 

After a photo of her kissing Hannah was shared by Tyler, Courtney 

distanced herself from Hannah and acted as if the reason for the 

spread of the photo was the result of Hannah's actions. Courtney 

also told Hannah to stay out of his sight. It didn't stop there, 

Courtney spread rumors that the person in the photo was actually 

Hannah and another female student with short hair. Courtney 

spread the rumor solely to protect herself so that her identity as a 

same-sex lover is not revealed. The gossip also made Hannah the 

talk of her friends. 

l) Tommy Dorfman as Ryan Shaver: is an honor student and also 

runs the school magazine. Tomy Dorfman and Hannah are both 

members of a poetry group. The mistake that Ryan made to 

Hannah was when Hannah found out that Hannah's sensitive poetry 

was published by Ryan without Hannah's permission and was 

published in a school magazine run by Ryan. Although Ryan did 

not include the author's name, Jesica, who was once a close friend 

of Hannah's, told the other students that she believed it was 

Hannah's handwriting. When Hannah asked Ryan for an 
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explanation, she was arrogant and didn't feel guilty and didn't say 

sorry to Hannah. The poem also became a topic of discussion at 

school which caused Hannah to stop continuing her poetry writing 

talent. 

m) Derek Luke as Kevin Porter: is a counseling teacher at Liberty 

High School. Mr. Porter, as he is familiarly called by his students 

at school, is a teacher who doesn't pay much attention to his 

students. He was the last person Hannah visited before she decided 

to commit suicide with the intention of asking for help. But what 

Hannah got was the attitude of Mr. Porter who does not empathize 

with how Hannah feels and seems to blame Hannah for all the 

events that have happened to her. Instead of taking action on 

Hannah's outpouring of depression as a result of the series of 

bullying and harassment she experienced, Mr. Porter instead 

advised Hannah to stop thinking about these events. 
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